Families in Connecticut spend an average of $1,000 annually for clothing for children. This is impossible for many. Especially now.

HELPING IS AS SIMPLE AS 1 - 2 - 3!

1. Donate new masks.
   - If you are already shopping for your child, add an extra mask to your cart. You can have the new masks shipped to our West Hartford office, or drop off at your convenience. Here is a link to some masks currently available online.

2. Make a monetary donation.
   - Your cash donations are tax-deductible and go directly to families in need. Give online now by clicking here.
   - This year, we will use the donated funds to purchase gift cards so that families can shop for what they need for Back to School.

3. Share our message.
   - Caring in always in style. Tell your friends about the Tara’s Closet Back to School campaign, and the need for new masks and clothing in our community. Like us on Facebook, Love our posts, and use the hashtag #TarasCloset when posting on social media.

Tara’s Closet comprises a dual mission: to provide clothing to clients in a confidential and dignified manner and to raise funds to spread awareness about mental illness.

Learn more at jfshartford.org